FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Intrinsic Research Systems Inc. Announces Latest Major Product Upgrade
Version 5.1 Now Available
April 15, New York, NY – Intrinsic Research Systems, Inc., a Mergent company,
announced today the release of its latest major product upgrade, Version 5.1, which
brings many valuable system enhancements throughout the platform.
Significant upgrades include the Earnings Monitor Graphics which provides surprise
charts across index members, watch lists, portfolios and sectors. Intrinsic users now
have access to New Portfolio Analysis Capabilities allowing streamlined access to
portfolio news, quotes, sector reports, calendar and earnings monitoring and allows the
user to add their commentary to portfolio charts. Additionally, Local Portfolio Import
Enhancements combine accounts, add/exclude holdings and view aggregates “on-thefly” for graphical analysis of current holdings.
<<Quote>>
Additional enhancements highlighting Version 5.1 include Real Time Quote & News
integration for subscribers of Quotemedia’s Quotestream desktop quote and news
platform. User Defined Custom Data Panels allow you to define and save your own
equity data panels using up to 40 data elements. Furthermore Intrinsic Research
Version 5.1, Stock Report Designer Additions covers estimate revision, surprise,
institutional holder and short interest. Data View permits the user to define and save
time series data views just like the charts for easy export to Microsoft® Excel.

###

About Intrinsic Research Systems
Designed to continue the evolution of investment research analytics, Intrinsic Research
System’s suite of desktop research products has been created for investment managers
seeking an intuitive and comprehensive approach to original equity and fixed income
research and decision making. Intrinsic Research solutions have been built from the
ground up, using today’s technology, for a rich user experience that is unmatched by
any other service. Likewise, Intrinsic’s integrated central database of company, sector,
industry, issue and economic data has been specially constructed to provide analysts
and portfolio managers with access to the key components driving equity and fixed
income performance in a single, consolidated package. Intrinsic Research is a
subsidiary of Mergent, Inc. To learn more, visit www.intrinsic-research.com
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